The present study entitled "The Sovietization of Romania. Case-study 
The beginnings of Sovietization in Central and Eastern Europe
As World War II was drawing to an end the relations between the three allies (the United States, Great Britain and the USSR) were growing increasingly tense, their rivalry leading eventually to the out-break of the Cold War. And yet, in 1945 the relations between the "Big Three" did not seem to anticipate such course of events. In February 1945 in Yalta they adopted the "Declaration on Liberated Europe" which stated that all territories previously under German control would have democratic elections. Later on, in July-August 1945 in Potsdam the allies also decided that the countries located in the geographical proximity of the USSR would have democratic governments and adopt a friendly behavior towards the USSR. 1 In retrospect, one can say that the Soviets disregarded completely the agreements reached in Yalta and Potsdam.
The dissolution of the Comintern in 1943 was a measure taken by the Soviets in order to deceive Great Britain and the USA. In reality, the Kremlin was eager to engage in the Sovietization of Central and Eastern Europe, while keeping relations inside the "Big Three" group on good terms. Although the Comintern had been dissolved its tasks were taken over by the Department of International Information (Otdel Myezhdunarodnoi Informatzii) . 2 On the other hand, preserving the alliance of the "Big Three" was vital for the USSR as it had suffered important material and human losses (30 million dead, thousands of kilometers of roads and railways destroyed, tens of thousands of cities and villages ruined etc.) in World War II. 3 In order to recover economically, not only did the USSR need financial assistance from its Western allies, but it had to win the British and the Americans on its side and press for heavy postwar reparations from Germany (as most of the German industry was located in the Allied occupation zones). 4 The Soviet archives provide evidence as to the fact that decision-makers in the Kremlin called for continuous cooperation inside the "Big Three" alliance even after the war ended. 5 At the same time, the USSR would carry further its plan to gain control over the Central and Eastern Europe countries. The Soviet Department of International Information adopted the provisions laid down by the Comintern in the so called National Front Strategy and made slight additions so as not to raise suspicions from the Americans and the British. The National Front Strategy had planned to create national fronts in the countries of Central and Eastern Europe consisting of representatives of the workers, the peasants, the intellectuals and the "small bourgeoisie". The mission of the national fronts was to promote a political vision urging for reforms in agriculture (aimed at gaining the sympathy of the peasantry) and for setting up a "mixed" economy which involved the nationalization of large industries and the survival of small private businesses. The latter was intended by the Kremlin in order to gain support from the "small bourgeoisie". 6 Eventually, the National Front Strategy proved to be sterile as non-communist leaders openly refuted participation in government coalitions dominated by the Communists. 7 Faced with this failure, the decision-makers in the Kremlin decided to set up fraudulent elections in the countries of Central and Eastern Europe and enforce the rule of "people's democracies" in this geographical area. 8 But this decision had a negative impact on the relations between the "Big Three" which began to worsen progressively, leading to a Cold War between the former allies. The newly created "people's democracies", imposed by the Soviets in Europe, copied ad-litteram the Soviet political, economic, cultural and social model.
Enforcing collectivization in Romania
The collectivization of the Romanian agriculture was launched at the Plenary of the Central Committee (CC) of the Romanian Workers' Party (RWP) on March 3-5, 1949 as a simulation of the collectivization pursued by the Soviet Union. Firm evidence in this respect was the transplantation and enforcement of institutions specific of the collectivization from the Soviet Union into the Romanian People's Republic (RPR). Hence, the Soviet kolkhoz (collective farm) equaled a collective agricultural farm (Gospod ria Agricol Colectiv ) in the RPR; the Soviet sovkhoz (state farm) equaled the Romanian state agricultural farm (Gospod ria Agricol de Stat); the Soviet TOZ were adopted and developed as agricultural associations of peasants (întov r iri) in Romania; the Soviet MTS (mashinno-traktornaia stantsiia) equaled the Romanian machine and tractor stations (SMT -Sta iuni De Ma ini i Tractoare). 9 According to Gheorghe Gheorghiu-Dej, the Romanian communist leader, at that time the enforcement of the Soviet institutional model in the Romanian agriculture was absolutely necessary because, he argued, the "Soviet agriculture based on collective agricultural farming is the most productive in the world" and the transition to the 'great agriculture' -the Socialist one -must follow the same pattern:
"Comrade Stalin has shown us that there are two ways: one is the capitalist and leads to the impoverishment of the poor and middle-range peasantry … and the other one is the Socialist -it's the path to the unification of small and medium-size individual households into large collective farms, in other words it represents a communion of the poor and middle-range peasants in a common effort, the collective labor in view of raising the material and cultural living of the hard working people. Of course, between the two options, the Socialist path in agriculture is the only one which serves the goals of the working class and the interests of the poor and middle-range peasantry ."10
State farms, the so-called sovkhoz, took shape in the USSR since the time of the civil war -although in a small number -on the former properties of Russian landlords. 12 According to archive evidence, on April 11, 1949 in Romania there were 693 state agricultural farms (GAS) 13 meant to "become model farm which would convince the working peasantry of the superiority of the Socialist agriculture over the private fragmented agriculture, to act as strong agriculture development centers providing the collective farms, the agricultural associations and the working peasants with selected seeds, to experiment new plant varieties and new labor methods in agriculture, to breed cattle for reproduction, as well as to provide the market with the agricultural produce and the industry with raw materials" 14 . For these reasons, the Romanian communist regime believed that these new collective farms would have to "enforce the Soviet agro technical and zoo technical norms and apply the precious experience of the sovkhoz" 15 . At the same time, by recognizing the "invaluable help from the Soviet Union", the support of the RWP, and the efforts of the GOSTAT workers, in 1949 the Romanian communist regime admitted that the state agricultural farmss (GAS) were "the most important Socialist element in agriculture". 16 It is interesting to see how the workers in the sovkhoz and in the GAS were remunerated: while a sovkhoz member gained minimum wage without receiving any agricultural produce or profit share from the sale of these products 17 , in the Romanian state agricultural household the social relations were based on labor contracts which stated that the employees were remunerated "according to the Socialist principle based on wage and material joint interest". 18 It is worth noting that the organization of the collective agricultural farmss in Romania which simulated the Soviet sovkhoz received significant support from the Soviet counselors from the Romanian Ministry of Agriculture. 19 In 1948, 87 machine and tractor stations (SMT) were set up in Romania. 20 It is worth noting that in 1949 one SMT owned on average 39 tractor ploughs, 44 agricultural tractors (15 horse power each) and 31 threshing machines. 21 Similar to the state agricultural farms (GAS), the SMT had a well defined role, as stated in archive documents:
"The machine and tractor stations have the role to introduce advanced technologies in agriculture, to pull the working peasantry from under the rule of the chiaburi [kulaks] and to persuade them of the superiority of mechanical farming on large areas of arable land, thus stimulating and assisting them in setting up agricultural associations and collective farmss, by providing them with proper mechanical tools and practical agro technical advice; the SMT must provide permanent multilateral assistance and consolidate the collective farms economically, and support the different forms of peasant associations in view of transforming them into collective farms." 22 Referring back to the Soviet model, a decree issued on November 2, 1918 had ordered the creation of three types of collective farms besides the sovkhoz: the TOZ, the ARTEL and the COMMUNE. 23 Thus, unlike the so called "backward individual farms" specific of the Tsarist era, the collective farms (kolkhoz) were considered superior institutions consisting of three evolution stages: the TOZ (Tovarishchestvo po sovmestnoi obrabotke zemli) was mainly an association in which land was collective property toiled by its members in common, and the produce they received was proportional to the size of the arable land they brought in the collective farm; the ARTEL marked the transition from the TOZ to the COMMUNE: the members shared the labor of the land although private property was formally recognised, and the means of production were collectively-owned; the COMMUNE (Kommuna) was a superior form of organisation of the Soviet agriculture in which everything was collective property, including goods, land and produce, the latter being shared equally E-ISSN 2281 -4612 ISSN 2281 Academic Journal of Interdisciplinary Studies MCSER Publishing, Rome-Italy Vol 2 No 8 October 2013 between members. 24 As for the process of collectivization in Romania, the agricultural associations of peasants (întov r iri) were set up in line with the 1952 model-statute which stated that "land would be to worked in shared custody using the tractors and machines provided by the SMT, the cattle and agricultural inventory would be used rationally, and advanced agro technical methods involving deep ploughing, the use of selected conditioned seeds and fertilizers, and fighting weeds and pests would be introduced" (article 2). 25 Members would submit all arable land owned or only part of it without losing property over this land. Instead, the individual plots were merged into larger fields. The livestock and the farm tools would remain in the patrimony of the peasants, although most of the fieldwork was carried out in common. However, the income was split between members according to the size of the land submitted to the association by each individual. 26 In this context the propaganda carried out by the Scânteia newspaper ("organ of the Central Committee of the RWP") referring to the creation of agricultural associations of peasants (întov r iri) was illustrative:
" [...] it has an important role in consolidating the alliance between the working class and the working peasantry because it is a form of support provided by the working class to the poor and middle-range peasants, in order to liberate themselves from the economic rule of the chiaburi, to use the state's tractors and machines and to improve their living standards". 27 In the same logic of the transplantation and enforcement of the collectivization institutions in Romania were created the agricultural production cooperatives with rente (CAP). Unlike the agricultural associations of peasants, article 3 of the model-statute stated that "the members of the CAP would submit the entire land owned by themselves and by family members, as well as any piece of land they might obtain afterwards through inheritance, donation or by any other means, except for the land under the house, the household appendices and the yard, and for 20-30 ares of land which remained in their property." 28 However, article 4 stated that the entire land submitted to the CAP would remain in the patrimony of its members. According to article 5, CAP members were supposed to pool all their livestock and farm inventory together in the CAP. Fieldwork would be performed collectively (article 12) and once the cooperative paid all financial dues, "at least 75% of the remaining cash income would be split between members in proportion to the number of workdays and up to 25% according to the size, the quality and the usage of the land submitted" (articles 18 and 19) . 29 Thus, the CAP was an inferior institution as compared to the collective household, and yet superior to the agricultural associations of peasants. 30 In the Soviet kolkhoz, which inspired the creation of the Romanian collective agricultural farms (GAC), the 1935 model-statute stated that the land remained permanently under the control of the kolkhoz, although its members were allowed to own a small piece of land to ensure their subsistence. Also, the members of the kolkhoz could rent the horses used in the kolkhoz in order to work their own land. Hence, the 1935 statute legalized private property over small pieces of land. 31 The Romanian GAC was considered a "superior form of cooperation in agricultural production", more evolved than the agricultural associations of peasants and the CAP 32 . According to article 4 of the 1949 model-statute, the GAC members had to submit their land to the collective patrimony of the GAC: "each peasant household joining the GAC would own a land around the house to be used as yard, garden, vineyard or orchard no larger than ...... hectares for personal use. (Considering local specificities, the size could vary between 1/4 and 1/2 excluding the area covered by buildings, and up to 1 hectare in regions with plenty of arable land (article 5)". 33 Article 4 of the model-statute adopted by Decision no. 1650/1953 of the Council of Ministers stated that "GAC members would submit all arable land to the collective patrimony of the GAC" and, according to article 5, "each member of the GAC would own 20-30 ares of land to be used as yard, garden or orchard, excluding the area covered by buildings." Also, members were forced to submit their livestock and farm inventory, with a few exceptions (articles 7 and 8). 34 At the beginning of forced collectivization in the USSR, the members of the Soviet kolkhoz were not remunerated according to the workday system. Instead, after the kolkhoz had submitted the quotas to the centre, paid the SMT and put aside the seed reserve for the following year, each family would receive a quota share in proportion to the number of family members. The remuneration per workday was introduced in 1931. However, this system did not use weekdays as reference. 35 
Conclusion
In conclusion, the Soviet model of agricultural collectivization was taken over almost ad-litteram by the Romanian authorities. The minor differences which defined the two models were determined by local specificities. E-ISSN 2281 -4612 ISSN 2281 
